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                                        Access Sailor Services

                                        The Sailor Services (SaS) system is offered by the Offshore Racing Congress as a self-service online tool for boat owners, skippers, and other interested parties such as measurers, race organizers and sail makers, to explore and exploit the boat information in the ORC database.
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                                        See active  ORC Certificates

                                        Because ORC is transparent , any ORC certificate issued is available to be viewed through our database.
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                                        Get your ORC Certificate

                                        Scoring races to get acceptable race results is the primary function of race management. Competitors expect races to be run competently, and the results to reflect their abilities on the racecourse in a fair and unbiased way.
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                                                03. Apr 2024
                                            

                                        

                                    

                                                                            
                                            
                                                It is now less than 100 days to the 7 July start of the 2024 AEGEAN 600, the annual offshore race organized by the Hellenic Offshore Racing Club in conjunction with Olympic Marine. This spectacular 605-mile race starts at Cape Sounion under the watchful gaze of the ancient Temple of Poseidon for a scenic tour of 23 islands of the Aegean archipelago before finishing back at Cape Sounion.
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                28. Mar 2024
            

        

                    
                
                    Join Storm Trysail Club ORC Education Seminar Series, presented in collaboration with New York Yacht Club, Chicago Yacht Club, and US Sailing Offshore Office to delve into ORC measurement and scoring nuances. The final seminar on Weather Routing Scoring is happening April 10th. Renowned expert Stan Honey will be joining the panel to demystify advanced scoring techniques.
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                25. Mar 2024
            

        

                    
                
                    33-meter Gelliceaux (Southern Winds/Farr Design), with a scoreline of 1-3-3, won the coveted Bucket Trophy award for being the yacht that prevailed in the class with the closest, most competitive racing. That class was L’Esprit 1 , with six teams competing.
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                                Trofeo Princesa Sofía Mallorca
                            

                        
                                    

                        
                25. Mar 2024
            

        

                    
                
                    The 53rd Trofeo Princesa Sofía for ORC and One Design mustered fifty boats of seven nationalities at the Real Club Náutico de Palma from the 21st to the 24th of March. Victory went to Luis Bustillo's Enero in ORC A2, Erik Tejedor's Viking IX in ORC 2, Xisco Pou's Merengue V in ORC 3, Mateo Grimalt's Micanga in ORC 4
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                                        The search for a perfect rating system is as old as sailboat racing itself. Boat owners, sailors, designers and handicappers are always looking for solutions that work as boat designs change with time. However, regardless of what rating system is actually in use, an ideal rating system should have a set of key point of features to ensure fair racing.
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                                        ORC Rating Systems are administered by the National Rating Offices established worldwide in each country that have active offshore rating. There are two forms of the rating systems that are fully compatible using the same measurements and the same VPP: ORC International (ORCi) and ORC Club. ORCi is based on a complete boat measurement.
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                                        It is the intention of any rating system to give a boat rating which depends on her characteristics in order to equalise her with other boats of different size and characteristics. Characteristics that are positive for boat speed, like length of the water line or sail area, and those that are negative, like beam, displacement and wetted surface, are the most common influences in any system.
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                                        With an ORC Certificate, you are getting more than just a rating. ORC Sailor Services allows you access to the ORC Database of all ORC certificates issued worldwide #beyondrating.
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                #THE EQUAL CHANCE TO WIN 



More than five decades since its inception, ORC has emerged as the world's preeminent measurement-based rating system, operating through its national rating offices. It has issued over 14,000 certificates to yachts across 45 countries, encompassing a diverse spectrum, from Sportboats to Superyachts and Multihulls.



The ORC serves as the architect of the rules and regulations that underpin offshore racing and the orchestration of offshore racing events across the globe. Its core mission is to ensure that every vessel is granted "an equal chance to win." This foundational principle underscores the ORC system's exceptional ability to scientifically and impartially rate a wide array of boats. By creating equitable ratings, the ORC system levels the playing field, offering all boats an equal opportunity to secure victory on the racecourse.
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